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Eve nets
Setting up, 45 min per house, 3 people

Two people staple the net to the lath supporting the edge of the roof (the 3rd is finishing door in the former house) - sometimes they need a ladder.

Then one is pushing the net over the wall and fixing around rafts.

The other is nailing the nets to the top of the wall, tight.
Finishing the eves

Net finished on one side

On all four sides

The effect on cockroaches, flies and wasps is very much appreciated, often more than the mosquito effect
Amount of net corresponds to 2 – 3 bednets depending on house size – saved sewing costs

Other solutions are nets fixed at the walls serving as a roof. Obviously not practical, people use the space under the roof for storing mattress, beds etc.
Windows no problem, but doors

We tested many ways to hang nets: simple overlapping, portals, made out of agro net (thicker yarns), but all compacted; polyester nets holled in very short time
And none were popular, lamels were

But .....
So, we invite you to suggest a better door solution